Price list
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All prices include the statutory German value added tax of 19%.
All prices are ex works Bückeburg/Germany. Shipping and transport costs on request.
Errors and changes reserved.
Some of the instruments shown in this brochure are equipped with
special features which are subject to an extra charge.

SEMPRA 2.0 Arpeggiator
This new app is a limitless creative tool and can do much more than a simple arpeggiator.
SEMPRA is extended by another versatile accompaniment section. Because in addition to typical arpeggios,
sequences and even guitar melodies (runs) or typical guitar chord figures can be played. The new live guitar
technology of SEMPRA ensures inspiring authenticity!
Up to 4 templates (arpeggio, sequence or guitar patterns) per arpeggio can be switched on and off separately via
buttons or the new extended basic screen. Interactive control via the manuals is also possible. The arpeggiator
only plays when you grab the keys. This way you control effective interjections, e.g. brass riffs, harp glissandi and
much more.
Of course, you can edit the arpeggio templates in many ways, specifying instrumentation and various playing
parameters individually.
To get you started right away, you will also receive a comprehensive software package with the app (activation)
with 30 new sounds in soundbank 114, 12 new styles incl. SONG presets and a template library with 106 playing
patterns.
41162

SEMPRA 2.0 Arpeggiator (incl. Software pack)

549,00 EUR ❑

Easy Edit Arpeggio
With the optional app Easy Editor Arpeggio you have an extensive construction kit for arpeggios and also
styles(!) at your disposal! You can use it to import existing templates into style tracks, or vice versa simply export
a track of a style pattern as a template to a USB stick. You can then use this track as a template in an arpeggio or
even in another style!
You can of course create your own templates for your arpeggios using the record function in the style editor. You
can also import multi-pad files in Yamaha ® format.
The package also includes another package with 128 templates
41164

Easy Edit Arpeggio:

149,00 EUR ❑

Arpeggiator extensions:
Art.-No.

item

42372

Template-Paket 2 zum SEMPRA Arpeggiator

price
79,00 EUR ❑

SEMPRA 2.0 Sideline
The Easy Record function for the SEMPRA: Record your playing and control panel actions (sound and preset
changes, knob movements, etc.) as an overall recording. Specify which tracks to record. Add recordings to
your overall recording later and edit your recordings using various functions.
41163

SEMPRA 2.0 Sideline

289,00 EUR ❑

New SONG preset lists for SEMPRA 2.0
42362

42862

42364

SONG list SONG-Box 1 Claus Riepe:
64 tune-specific SONGs, each with 6 sophisticated presets by BÖHM
specialist Claus Riepe.
(Requirements: the extensions MOVIE SOUND Edition, DSP
Extension for AMADEUS, Sound Controller as well as the additional
style packages and the RealOrgan extensions should be available, so
that all registrations are playable without any restrictions)
Update of the previous SONG list Claus Riepe / Bernd
Wurzenrainer to SONG-Liste SONG Box 1:
SONG list Stage, Screen und Evergreen
from DirkJan Ranzijn:
32 tune-specific SONGs with 6 registrations each from the current
concert program by top organist DirkJan Ranzijn

129,00 EUR ❑
59,00 EUR ❑

129,00 EUR ❑

VSP Pro SEMPRA 2.0
•

•

•

•

415 VSP SEMPRA PRO 2.0 sounds in addition to the Amadeus 2.0 sounds
(sound banks 85-88 + 110), special VSP FX effect settings and "Art", dynamic
or accompaniment properties
Über 400 VSP-Pro registrations 2.0 sorted into SEMPRA 3D preset SONGS!
All VSP registrations have been rearranged or edited for the new 2.0 version
incl. new functions (SempraChord, possibly karaoke/text display or integration
of additional equipment)! More than 100 sound related Performance
Presets as Sound Basics, 256 VSP Style Basic registrations (One Touch
Presets), for the first time also 22 tune-related SONGs with 6 presets each
(132 registrations)
64 + 8 Bonus VSP-Pro styles 2.0, flexible - varied - and per style now even
more detailed with 4 dynamically building variations, intros, endings, fills,
breaks and bridges (2-8 bars!), individual major and minor scores (!) including
many new "live" recordings in the style patterns
All new styles and SONG presets naturally use the new features, editors and
enhancements of the SEMPRA 2.0 version as well as the new Amadeus &
VSP Pro Sounds and the PRO Drumkits!

59221

VSP Pro SEMPRA 2.0 full edition

995,00 EUR ❑

59222

VSP Pro SEMPRA 2.0 upgrade from VSP Pro SEMPRA

795,00 EUR ❑

59223

VSP Pro SEMPRA 2.0 upgrade from previous versions
for AMADEUS sound generation

895,00 EUR ❑
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